
REPORT 

about the Patriotic Song Contest 

«TAUELSIZDIK BARINEN KYMBAT» 

 

On 21.04.2022, a patriotic song contest "Tauelsizdik barinen kymbat" was 

held among the students of the first year of A. Saginov KarTU. The purpose of the 

competition: education of young people in the spirit of patriotism, careful attitude 

to cultural heritage, love for folk art, the formation of national identity. Objectives 

of the competition: popularization of the creative heritage and socio-political 

activities of historical figures of Kazakhstan, development and support of creative 

abilities of students.   

The competition was held in 4 nominations:  

1) "Atameken" - songs about the Motherland, native land, native language; 

2) "Amanat" - songs about batyrs, about the figures of "Alash", about the 

heroes of the December events; 

3) "Tagzym" - songs of the war years, dedicated to the Heroes of the Great 

Patriotic War;  

4) "An sal, sarbaz!" - modern building songs.  

The competition featured 18 musical numbers of different genres. By the 

decision of the jury, the following places were determined:  

І place – duet, Baidildina Zh, Zhakiya A. (CAF-21-2) song "Altyn Besik";  

ІІ place - Choir of students (BZHD-21-1) song "An sal, sarbaz!";  

ІІІ place – Skachkova M, Tolybaeva A. (ARCH-21-2) song "Birds are 

white". 

Winners were also determined in the following nominations:  

"For the best performance"  

1) Igen N, Kaiyrbek Sh, Erkozhaev K. (BZHD-21-1) song "Men kazaktyn balasy" 

in the nomination "Amanat"; 

2) Choir of students (FiEM -21-1) song "Salem sagan, tugan el" in the nomination 

"An sal, sarbaz!"; 

3) Amangeldieva D., Gamzatuly M. (PSK-21-1) song "Tugan zher" in the 

nomination "Atameken"; 

4) Danil Yuldashev (GPR-21-3) song "War" in the nomination "Tagzym". 

"For performing skills" 

1) Kaiyr M. (GD-21-1) song "Men Kazakpyn" in the nomination "Amanat"; 

2) Choir of students (MD-21-1,2) song "Alga, kazak zhigitteri!" in the nomination 

"An sal, sarbaz!"; 

3) Abzhan D. (CAF-21-1) song "Otan ana" in the nomination "Atameken"; 

4) Choir of students (TT-21-1,2) song "Zhasa, Kazakhstan" in the nomination 

"Atameken". 

Students were very enthusiastic about the idea of holding a contest of patriotic 

songs, took an active part in its preparation and holding. 

 

 

  



        
 

 

          
 


